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The Ebel Grassland Ranch
NPAT’s Newest Easement Restores Prairies Through Conservation Ranching

O

N OCTOBER 28, NPAT and
Karl and Kelli Ebel closed on a
conservation easement on 482
acres of native grassland in Hopkins
County, located in Northeast Texas. Ebel
Grassland Ranch conserves a Silveus’
dropseed prairie while successfully operating a goat and cattle ranch.
Purchase of this conservation easement
was made possible by a cooperative
agreement with the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
It was funded through the Agricultural
Conservation Easement Program as a
Grassland of Special Environmental Significance. Additional funds toward the
purchase were granted by the Horizon

Foundation, Malcolm C. Damuth Foundation, and the Texas Land Trust Council.
NPAT is thrilled to add this ranch to
our conservation holdings. Karl and Kelli,
along with sons, Christian and William,
have conducted an 18-year learning adventure in grassland ecology, where they
continue sustainable beef and goat production utilizing a rotational grazing system,
prescribed burning, and trample planting.
The Ebels’ grassland restoration project began in 2003 with a purchase of 645
acres. In 2012, 360 additional acres were
added to the restoration project. Most of
this land was “go-back” land that had been
farmed and grazed since about 1834.
A site assessment by Jason Singhurst,
botanist at Texas (continued on page 2)

A Silveus Dropseed Prairie
In the northern and eastern edges of the
Blackland Prairie, a different type of soil
helped create a different type of prairie.
Silveus’ Dropseed prairies have loamy,
low pH alfisol soils that formed mainly
on bedrocks higher in sand content and
lower in calcium carbonate. The plant
community is dominated by Silveus’
dropseed (Sporobolus silveanus) with
lesser amounts of longspike tridens
(Tridens strictus) and Florida paspalum
(Paspalum floridanum). Low, circular
mounds called mima or pimple mounds
dot the otherwise flat to gently rolling
landscape in this portion of the Blackland prairie in eastern Texas.
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Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD),
confirmed that at least 780 acres of the
property was originally one of the rarest
native plant communities in Texas: Silveus’
dropseed prairie. The other 277 acres are
riparian woodland, dominated by oak
and hickory species.
Some prairie areas were farmed in row
crops into the 1950s, until the soil was
exhausted. At that point the land was put
into continuous livestock grazing, becoming severely overgrazed and overtaken by
woody species. Early-successional grasses
and broadleaf species (woolly croton, ragweed, marsh-elder) were the dominant
non-woody plants present when the Ebels
acquired the property and implemented
restoration efforts.

Rotational grazing is probably the single best management tool used for both
the economic and ecological health of
grasslands. On the Ebels’ property, pastures are of various sizes with permanent
and temporary fencing. Rotations are
based on minimum gazing height of species being managed and grazed; adequate
recovery period for forage species; nutritional requirements of cattle; stockpile
forage requirements; and logistical constraints for moving livestock.
Under the Ebels’ management, native
grass is viewed as the primary resource
and livestock simply offer a means to
turn that resource into profit. One of the
Ebels’ primary goals is continual improvement of the grassland.
The Ebels began prescribed burning of
the prairies in 2004 and conduct burns
on varying acreages of the property in
2

FROM KARL EBEL: Thanks very much to all of you who worked to make this conservation easement happen. We are very pleased.
Here’s a short description of what the Ebel Grasslands Ranch is about:
It’s about Stewardship. It’s about making a living using a regenerative approach to raising cattle and goats, that in turn restores and maintains a prairie ecosystem, much the
way Mother Nature originally designed it. It provides a sustainable livelihood for raising
our family. It’s been an 18-year restoration process and the results are amazing.
In January 2017, my brother sent me a contact for TPWD botanist, Jason Singhurst.
During Jason’s first visit, April 2017, he told Christian, my oldest son, “What you have here
is a global rarity.”
Later in the visit he asked, “Would you be interested in doing a conservation easement?” That was 3 ½ years ago.
My brother summed up the outcome well: “Man, that was quite a journey of patience,
too. Lots of red tape, phone calls and paper shuffling but really awesome to get a big acknowledgement to preserve a piece of work you’ve dedicated a big part of your life to. To
know that it won’t be destroyed even when you are gone. That’s some really strong stuff.
Not many people get to know what that feels like.”
Not just the Ebels, but all of you have a part in it.
Thank You,
The Ebel Family

February of each year.
Some pastures are
burned every year, others every 3 to 4 years,
depending on the dominant grass species and
the amount of woody
species requiring control. Restoring fire
ecology to the native
prairie has greatly enhanced the overall ecology, and expanded
and increased the species richness of
grasslands on the property.
Restoration began with a textbook approach—broad-based planting of native
grass seed using a mechanized seed
planter. A mix of Indiangrass, big bluestem,
little bluestem and switchgrass was
planted. Some areas were recognized as
those never having been plowed. In these
areas, instead of broad-based seed planting, rotational grazing and brush removal
were used to facilitate restoration.
Leaving these originally unplowed
areas out of the broad-based plantings
resulted in a valuable seed source from
plants in the local ecoregion. This was
critical since local-ecotype seed is mostly
unavailable commercially. Herbicides
have been used with discretion to control
brush, and their implementation has been

decreasing as the grasslands improve.
Another 360 acres were added to the
ranch in 2012. These acres have been
restored using rotational grazing and prescribed burning along trample planting.
This method hand broadcasts native seed
and uses the cattle to trample and plant
the seed as they gather to eat.
The Ebel Ranch is being used as an
outdoor classroom for education and outreach to the community and beyond.
Field days are scheduled for producers
and grasslands managers to learn about
the environmental and economic benefits
of native grasslands, and how to restore
and manage native prairies. The ranch
has been hosting an annual field day for
schoolchildren to experience hands-on
learning on a native tallgrass prairie.
The Ebels realize that they have a limited time to steward the land, so the
family made a long-term commitment
with NPAT for protection of the prairie.
Without permanent conservation and
proper stewardship, a native prairie can
quickly diminish. The Ebels commitment
to running a sustainable ranching operation
on native prairie and their willingness to
share their knowledge and property with
others complements NPAT’s mission of
conserving and restoring prairie lands.
We are so proud to have them on board!
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Help Fund
North Texas
Outreach &
Stewardship!
DOUBLE your Impact
with a $1-for-$1 Match!

T

A Look Back at the Ebel
Ranch Acquisition
By Pat Merkord, NPAT President

N

PAT WAS first alerted to the
Ebel Ranch in 2017 by Jason
Singhurst, NPAT board member
and TPWD botanist. He had visited the
property, met the owners, and felt they
might be interested in an easement. They
had an outstanding grassland restoration
on their property.
I followed up with a visit to the ranch
in October 2017. Glenn Merkord, Phillip
Quast (then Program Director), and
board member Michelle Villafranca
joined me at the Ebel Ranch. Karl and
Kelli Ebel and their two sons took us on
a tour of their restoration efforts.
At the end of this visit, I asked if they
would be interested in a conservation
easement. To my surprise, Karl readily
answered yes. He went further with a
request for an easement using the Farm
Bill which he had already researched.
NPAT had not conducted a Farm Bill
easement to date, but we had been looking for a potential candidate, and this
looked like it might be a very good one.
Luckily, David Bezanson volunteered
to help us through the process. We agreed
to apply for 480 acres, with the hope that
we could include the rest at some time in
the future. This Farm Bill program covered

the majority of the easement purchase.
This kind of easement purchase provides
funds to ranch and farm owners for putting their property into conservation.
There was a long period of filling out
forms, getting surveys and appraisals,
along with satisfying other government
requirements. It took three years to reach
the point of completion. This is not unusual for some acquisitions, whether they
are easements or fee simple properties.
In the meantime, NPAT invited Karl
to speak at the 2017 America’s Grassland
Conference in Fort Worth. Karl was a hit
with his presentation on how to restore
pastures to native grassland and how to
run a ranch at a profit. Karl also presented
to some of our chapters on this topic.
Kelli teaches area children about the
prairie. And their son Christian produced
a video in 2018 that was entered in the
Houston Film Festival.
Interest in prairies runs deep in this
family. Prior to ranching, Karl and Kelli
spent a number of years in Africa, where
they met. It influenced them to come
back to the U.S. and take up ranching in
a sustainable way. They are an amazing
“prairie family” —we welcome them
into the fold of NPAT prairie landowners!

HE DIXON Water Foundation
has made this generous challenge
possible so you can double the
impact of your gift to fund our new
North Texas Outreach & Stewardship
Program! Don’t miss this opportunity
to create transformational change for the
Native Prairies Association of Texas in
this rapidly urbanizing region.
Prairie is the natural landscape of
Texas. More than 99 percent of the
prairie ecosystem experienced by early
Texans has been plowed for croplands
or altered through heavy grazing. An
additional threat is development for
cities and industry.
Family lands near cities are being
sold, generating an urgent need for
prairie conservation and awareness in
and around the Dallas-Fort Worth
metro area. The tallgrass prairie is the
most-endangered ecosystem in North
America. It is worth saving!
During this pandemic, natural open
space has become more important than
ever for the well being of Texans living
in urban areas. Don’t let taking a walk
on a prairie become a thing of the past!
Native grasslands also have proven to
mitigate flooding and improve water
quality by preventing run off. Prairies
are an important part of the solution for
declining bird and insect populations.
And finally, the carbon stored in these
grasslands is a resource and investment
for the climate quality of the future.
Give now by visiting texasprairie.org
or sending a check in the envelope provided in this newsletter.

Help Us Protect Prairies
To Protect Our Future!
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The Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center is
always a good source
of inspiration!

Create Your Own Pocket Prairie
By Amy Martin, reprinted from GreensourceDFW.org

P

OCKET prairies, small handcrafted parcels redolent with native
grasses and wildflowers, are beautiful and easy to maintain. The intricate
landscape changes week by week, reflecting the seasons. They bring a bit of the
wild to your life while providing food and
habitat for songbirds and pollinators. The
prairies upon which the avian and insect
world depend are disappearing every day
to development. With only 2 percent or
less of prairies remaining, pocket prairies
are increasingly crucial to reversing the
dramatic plunge in biodiversity.
“This miniature wildscape mimics the
native grasses and self-sowing wildflowers that work together in a harmonious
mix in a typical prairie. From a distance,
prairies might look to you like a vast sea
of grass, but a closer look shows intermingled perennials that come and go with
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the seasons, supporting a huge number of
insect and bird species,” says Carolyn
Hestand Kennedy, North Haven Gardens
marketing and advertising manager.
A functioning prairie of any size depends on perennials and is active through
the fall. It needs not just flowers but ones
that make edible seeds for birds, not just
nectar flowers for butterflies but the
plants their caterpillars require. Some
plants’ flowers turn into seed cases that
bugs colonize, attracting insect-eating
birds. Just tossing out a typical wildflower seed mix—full of non-natives, mostly
spring annuals and no native grasses—
won’t do.
“This is not a type of landscape that
can be installed over a weekend,” says
Kennedy, “but once established, it can
sustain itself with very little water and
minimal maintenance.”

Visit a Local Pocket Prairie
Inspire yourself to create a pocket prairie
by visiting one. Native Texas Park at
George W. Bush Presidential Center in
Dallas is large at 15 acres. Opened in
2013 along with the library, Native Texas
Park is a living tribute to the love Bush
and his wife had for their rural Prairie
Chapel Ranch.
The recreated Blackland Prairie flanks
a waterway and pond. A curved slope
leads from gentle hills down to a pondside
amphitheater. Tallgrasses such as Indiangrass, switchgrass and big bluestem dominate the moister hilltop soil, while the
slope favors wildflowers that prefer it dry
and well drained. Around the pond is a
wetlands prairie. The heavily treed riparian
corridor is reminiscent of Cross Timbers.
All these ecosystems can be evoked in
most yards.
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Examine how the park’s designers
manage water flow by slowing it down
with limestone and forming places where
it can gather for future release.
Other North Texas pocket prairies
and prairie/pollinator gardens:
Alliance Town Center in north Fort

Botanical Research Institute of Texas

adjacent to the Fort Worth Botanic Garden
is replete with native plant and prairie
gardens (brit.org).
Molly Hollar Wildscape, located in
Veteran’s Park in Arlington, is a half-acre
of intricate and inviting native plant
wildscape run by volunteers.
Frankford Prairie Chapel, though is it
a genuine remnant Blackland Prairie
rather than a created pocket prairie, is
petite at 2.5 acres. The grounds of a lovingly restored historic prairie church and
cemetery boast over 200 species of
plants—an astounding diversity.

Pocket Prairie Basics
Gardeners have created pocket prairies as
small as a sandbox in yards, sandwiched
between more formal beds, or tucked in
behind a fountain. More often they
stretch along odd strips between a fence
and driveway. Or fill in unused expanses
like the backs or sides of yards.
A few tips:

• Find a sunny location. Most grasses
and wildflowers need at least a few hours
of direct sunlight, but many need a full
day. Morning sun can be less harsh on
flowers than afternoon sun. Try to find a
situation where you have full sun as well
as partial shade for the widest array.
• Choose a well-drained spot. For most
grass and wildflower species, standing
water is hard to survive, especially if it
goes on for days. Then again, a few species
love wet feet. Controlling your water
flow so there are both well drained and
continually most areas is vital.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL MCDOWELL

Worth follows a refashioned waterway
and pond. A trail with wildlife-friendly
native plants and signage winds through
Bluestem Park, a restored Blackland
Prairie parcel.
Pollinator Pocket Prairie is near the
Cicada Pavilion of Lewisville Lake Environmental Learning Area (llela.org). It is
wildly full of bees, butterflies and other
pollinating insects.

This is the backyard of Michael McDowell, author of the Plano Prairie Garden blog.

• Select along a back or side fence line
rather than close to the street. A pocket
prairie adjacent to where birds and insects
travel or shelter works best. Linked together they serve as urban wildlife corridors.
• Try to include a water feature. Nothing
attracts wildlife as much as water. A recirculating fountain if possible, even just
a small one, or at least a basin or birdbath.
• Tall in the back. When it comes to
pocket prairie design, Kennedy relates it
to the “Thriller, Filler & Spiller” technique
for planting containers. Tall showy plants
serve as a backdrop, a mix of medium to
tall plants make up the middle part and
draping plants form the edges.
“Use groups of tall plants, bushy ones,
as well as ground cover types to form a
close-knit community that works together
to protect bare soil and provide seasonal
interest. Allow wildflowers to go to seed
and add additional seed each year as
needed to fill in gaps.”
• Pocket prairies need not be limited to
homes. Medians, right of ways, greenbelts,
school and commercial spaces can be
refashioned with permission to create
pocket prairies.

Native Plant Classes
It helps to have mentors when learning to
create a native plant ecosystem in your
yard. The Native Plant Society of Texas
is here to help (npsot.org). Check out
their chapters. NPSOT offers a Native
Landscape Certification Program.
Students learn about native plants and

other aspects of landscaping with natives.

Native Plant Resources
The go-to online resource for native
plant info is the Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center (wildflower.org).
Texas Flora is a Facebook group that assists with native plant identification. The
website of Native American Seed features
concise information on plants and restoration (seedsource.com).
In addition to Native American Seed,
Bamert Seed, Turner Seed, Wildseed
Farms and Douglass King Seeds sell
both native grass and wildflower seeds.
Your local NPSOT chapter can help
with finding native plant sales, which are
often held as special events (npsot.org).
These books can be very helpful:

• Bringing Nature Home: How You
Can Sustain Wildlife with Native
Plants by Douglas W. Tallamy
• How to Grow Native Plants of Texas
and the Southwest by Jill Nokes and
Kathryn Miller Brown
• Landscaping with Native Plants of
Texas by George Oxford Miller
• Native Texas Plants: Landscaping
Region by Region by Sally Wasowski
and Andy Wasowski
No matter where in Texas you live, we
hope you find inspiration to plant or just
appreciate a pocket prairie. Check out
Prairie Gardening at texasprairie.org.
And share your pocket prairie pictures
and stories with us!
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A Year in the Life
FOR THE 2021 edition of our Texas Prairie
wall calendar, we are offering a sampling
of the inhabitants of our prairies. Thanks
again to the generous, and talented members who contributed their images to this
calendar. We are blessed. Hopefully they
are a source of inspiration to you too!
Enjoy the view, and please support our
Texas prairie mission! More information,
visit texasprairie.org
6
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Bobwhite Quail Restoration
At Lewisville Lake Environmental Learning Area

T
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EXAS is home to four quail
species. The Northern Bobwhite
(Colinus virginianus) is the most
well-known and most common species.
Bobwhites get their name from a distinctive whistling call, “poor Bob-WHITE,”
produced by roosters during the breeding
season. Their color pattern is primarily
black, brown, and white. Bobwhites are
social, and remain with a covey of six to
25 other birds for the duration of their
lives. They prefer to stay on the ground,
but may fly short distances if disturbed.
Their nesting season is heavily affected
by weather. “If it rains, you’ll have quail;
if it don’t, you won’t.”

This quail was pictured at the Kirchoff
Farm prairie restoration in Wilson County.
Within two years of transitioning from
row crops to successful prairie grass
plantings, the quail came back.

The Northern Bobwhite is seed-eating,
and prefers seeds found on forbs and
grasses. They eat green vegetation, seeds
and fruit from shrubs, and insects. The
average lifespan of a bobwhite is six
months, and they may survive up to five
years under ideal conditions in the wild.
Since 1980, bobwhite populations have
declined at a rate of about 5.6 percent each
year. Habitat loss is one of the top concerns.
Pasture conversion, poor grazing management, and predation by small mammals
and avian predators are other contributing factors. Weather variables and disease
directly affect the survivability of quail as

well. Small, isolated quail populations are
unable to withstand long-term threats.
LLELA has been instrumental in conservation efforts and habitat restoration
efforts for bobwhite quail and other obligate native grassland species. The native
grasses and forbs, as well as a mosaic of
wooded areas provide cover and preferred
habitat for bobwhites. There has been an
annual release of color-banded adult
birds since 2012. UNT students have
conducted research on the released birds.
The quail are pen-raised by breeders,
transferred to LLELA, and then held onsite for acclimation in a large pen protected
with double-netting and an electrified
fence before release into the wild. In
2018 and 2019 there were over 100 birds
released annually into five locations, each
group color-banded with different colored
bands and tracked by UNT students to
gain insight into habitat preferences and
movements. The initial goal of the project is having enough quail survive predation and adverse environmental conditions to breed. The ultimate goal is to
have the progeny of those birds nesting
and producing “wild” quail. In 2020, a
team of Elm Fork Chapter Texas Master
Naturalists raised the bobwhites from
eggs, and these quail will be released
onto the prairie in the summer. Additional adult birds will be released in succession from June through August.
With the introduction of quail onto the
prairie at LLELA, we are creating a meta
population (a group of spatially separated
populations of the same species which
interact at some level). We hope that by
continuing to release quail and providing
the appropriate habitat, they will thrive to
create additional generations of bobwhites.
To learn more about LLELA and their
programs, visit llela.org.
Connemara Conservancy also began
restoring quail on their Connemara
Meadow in Allen a few years ago. A North
Texas Quail Restoration Workshop last
January attracted 40 attendees and
helped build partnerships between groups
working to restore quail populations.

Fort Worth
Prairie Seekers
Return to the Field

A

FTER spending our summer hiding from the heat and COVID-19
Fort Worth Chapter members
dusted off the Prairie Seekers protocol
and renewed our spirits with an early fall
ramble at the LBJ National Grasslands
north of Decatur.
Normally we conduct Prairie Seekers
as an all-day training with a morning classroom session and an afternoon prairie walk
after lunch. However, due to concerns
about having an indoor meeting that
didn’t meet the state’s COVID-19 mandate, we decided to split the training into
two parts. We held the classroom portion
as a Zoom presentation on our regular
chapter meeting day on September 14,
and the field portion two weeks later on
Saturday, September 26.
Fourteen participants and six instructors
gathered at Unit 71 of the LBJ Grasslands
on a beautiful Saturday morning. After
dividing into two groups of ten we set
out to practice completing the Prairie
Seekers form and demonstrating the two
different survey methods prescribed by
the program. The instructors also provided
plant identifications as needed and many
new entries were logged into the iNaturalist Prairie Seekers project. It was an
altogether wonderful day. Everyone agreed
that we should meet up again soon!
Many thanks to our team of organizers
and instructors: Michelle Villafranca,
Kate Morgan, Mary Curry, Jeanne Erickson, Donna and Chris Honkomp, and
Suzanne Tuttle. We’ll see you again soon
on the prairie!
—Suzanne Tuttle
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ranchers are key to protecting those critical areas. “Grazing is probably the most
important tool for manipulating good
grassland-bird habitat,” says Chris Wilson,
director of Audubon’s Conservation
Ranching Program. Across the Great
Plains, conservationists are working with
ranchers to shore up these strongholds
and safeguard birds’ survival.
Reprinted with permission from
Audubon Magazine, Summer 2019
To learn more about the Audubon
Conservation Ranching Program, visit

audubon.org/conservation/ranching.
The bison herd at the Fort Worth Nature Center and Refuge.

Grazing Like It’s 1799
How Ranchers Can Bring Back Grassland Birds
By Hannah Waters

G

Audubon Dakota. That destruction has in
RASSLANDS are tough. They
can survive extremes, from heat- turn hit grassland birds, which have declined by more than 40 percent since the
waves and cold snaps to torrential downpours and droughts. They require 1960s; some species have seen even
steeper declines.
turbulence. For millennia wildfires enAudubon’s North American Grasshanced prairie soil and ensured grass’
lands & Birds Report, published in 2019,
dominance by burning back woody
highlights the added perils that climate
shrubs and saplings. Bison followed the
change poses to the Great Plains’ avian
fires to graze on tender, new growth of
denizens. Heat, erratic rainfall, and
grasses and sedges; as they fed, their
drought may make significant areas inhooves aerated and manure fertilized the
soil, giving rise to abundant wildflowers. hospitable to certain species within
decades. Audubon
The combined forces
shaped the Great Plains,
A new ranching generation scientists built climate
models that incorporate
a mosaic of hundreds of
is taking cues from historical
temperature, precipitagrass, wildflower, and
bison herds to help prairies, tion, vegetation, and
sedge species at various
wildlife, and their businesses other characteristics
stages of growth spansurvive the next century.
of the habitats 38
ning 550 million acres.
grassland-bird species
The patchwork of habioccupy. They found that 16 species will
tats supports diverse insects, dozens of
likely see most of their current range besongbird species, and myriad mammals.
come uninhabitable if Earth’s temperaDespite their resilience, barely onethird of central North America’s historical ture rises by 3 degrees Celsius; if we
limit warming to 1.5 degrees, the number
grasslands persist today. Farming and
development have razed 90 percent of its facing this threat drops to just three.
The data also point to places, called
tallgrass prairie, three-quarters of its
“strongholds,” that will provide crucial
mixed prairie, and half of its shortgrass
habitat for grassland birds through the
prairie. “It actually dwarfs what we’re
coming changes—if those lands are manseeing in the rainforest in the sheer scale
aged optimally. With more than 80 perand size and intensity of the crisis,” says
cent of U.S. grasslands privately owned,
Marshall Johnson, executive director of
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Currently about 30,000 acres of Texas
rangeland enrolled in the ACR program.

Putting Down Roots—
Lots of Them!
A Grassland Restoration Incentive Program
(GRIP) grant enabled the Kirchoff Prairie
Restoration Site to purchase 2,300 seedlings of 23 varieties of semi-woody native
plants from L&L Growers in San Benito.
The purpose of this woody, pollinator
barrier is to impede encroachment of windblown, introduced invasive grass seeds from
neighboring properties; to provide habitat
for wildlife; and to serve as a firebreak.
The soil was prepared by trenching with
a subsoiler shank to a depth of 21 inches.
The seedlings, delivered in cartons, were
re-arranged in empty cartons to assure a
random planting pattern the next day.
Seedlings, tools, and water totes were
prepositioned so that planting activities
could begin upon arrival of volunteers the
following morning.
The Herculean task of planting 2,300
semi-woody pollinator seedlings was made
possible by tireless volunteer leaders who
included Chris Best, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services; Courtney White, Wilson County
Extension Agent; the Alamo Area Master
Naturalists, including Steve Holcomb, Mike
Fontenot and family, Jim Funk, Shelley
Runnels, and others; 40 Wilson County 4-H
Club members; NPAT volunteers Eva Fromme, Patricia FossByrd, Julia Byrd; and (of
course) the hardworking landowners Scott
and Don Kirchoff.
Stay tuned as this exciting project puts
down roots and starts to grows up.
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Remembering
Charlie Lundquist
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Thank you to all the family
and friends of Charlie who
contributed to this project
in his memory.
CC & Paul Adams
Susie Aki
John Albright
Wendy Babb
Nick and Kristen, Keats,
Harper, Clementine
Baggett
Jean Baggett
Gary Beven
Katy Blanchard
Lauren Blanchette
Whitney Carow
Betty Chen
Anil DaCosta
Shanna DeLeon
Chuck Duplant
Jamie Fairchild

Charles Lundquist, a dedicated Lawther-Deer
Park Prairie volunteer passed away on May 16.
His family requested donations in his memory
be made toward a special project at this prairie
that he cared about so much. It was agreed
that a boardwalk would be very appropriate.
We think that would have made Charlie happy.
This walkway will allow people of all ages
and physical abilities to be able to get into the
middle of the prairie where it can be quite wet.
The long term goal is to create a loop trail.
Thanks to Glenn Merkord for taking the lead
on this project. We are moving from the planning stage to construction this winter.

Elizabeth Fleming
Mike Foreman
AmyJo Foreman
Elizabeth Fountain
Gary and Betty Goolsby
Bethany and Michael
Harper
Laura Hart
Cynthia Hernandez
Houston Chapter,
Native Plant Society
of Texas
Deborah Hovitz
Howard Hu
Kathryn Hurlbert
Terri Zinke Jackson
Bill Johns
Bill & Margo Johnson
Trevor Jones
Lara Kearney
Anthony Kerr
Dean Kontinos
Debbie Korth
Matthew Lemke
Linda Loerch
Charles M. Lundquist
Lisa Lundquist
Lyn Lundquist
Paul Lundquist
Cheryl Macaluso
Gage Martin
Mary Matuszko
Amy McAndrew
John McBrine
David McKissock

Heather McMann
Glenn Merkord
Dianne Milner
Fred Ouellette
Sumeet Pareek
Patel Family
Thomas Paulsen
Amanda Pocklington
Karl Pohl
Coastal Prairie Chapter,
Texas Master Naturalists
Angela Prince
Jane Ray
Renee Remirez
Katie Sallean
Paul Sannes
Linda Savage-Regan
Marilyn Seiler
John Shannon
Elizabeth Shrout
Aunt Sally Slamp
Will Slamp
James Soule
Theresa Spaeth
Christine Stewart
SWOS
Merrie Tomlinson
Jim and Marianna Van Gilder
Rebecca Waldo
Alesa Wallace
Brenda Ward
Wallace Ward
Carol Webber
Justin White
Barbara Zelon

Fort Worth
Prairies and
Open Space

T

HE CITY of Fort Worth is working to establish a new Open
Space Conservation Program
to help identify and protect the city’s
most important natural areas for current
residents and future generations. Combining GIS-based computer mapping and
modeling with public input, the natural
areas prioritization process will be data
driven and community informed. Results
will help guide where public funds could
be spent to acquire and conserve high
quality natural areas across the city. The
Trust for Public Land is working with
the City of Fort Worth and a community
stakeholder group on this effort.
In a time of rapid growth and development, the City of Fort Worth is making
an effort to protect some of their undeveloped parcels. The Open Space Acquisitions Program was launched last year to
preserve more wild space within city
limits. The program held its first virtual
public meeting on October 22. And a
public survey is open to residents who
want to add their input is open through
November. www.surveymonkey.com/r/
FortWorthEn

This project is overseen by an inter
departmental team at the City of Fort
Worth, headed up by Jennifer Dyke, the
stormwater program manager for the city.
“We want development, but we want
smart development,” Dyke said. “We
really want to try to identify those key
natural areas that should remain natural.”
Last year, the program made its first
purchase when it acquired a 50-acre
parcel known as Broadcast Hill for
$620,000. The property, which expanded
the Tandy Hills Natural Area, was paid
for by gas well revenue and a $60,000
donation from Friends of Tandy Hills
Natural Area.
To find out more about this program,
go to web.tplgis.org/fortworthopenspace/

Speak up for open space!
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Charitable Giving in 2020

Our Chapters

The CARES Act (Coronavirus Aid, Relief,

CHAPTER MONTHLY MEETINGS
AND REGULAR EVENTS

and Economic Security Act) was signed
into law in March. The bill was designed to
respond to the COVID-19 crisis on many
fronts. It includes provisions related to
charitable giving.
For those who itemize their deductions:
Donors who itemize their deductions can
now give more to charity before reaching
their adjusted gross income (AGI) limitation. The limitation for cash contributions
to certain public charities has now been
raised to 100% of an individual’s AGI for
2020. Any giving beyond this 100% limitation may be carried over and used in the
next five years.
For those who don’t itemize their deductions: The CARES Act allows for up to
$300 in charitable contributions to qualify
as an above-the-line deduction, meaning
you don’t have to itemize deductions in
order to claim the $300 as a deduction.
Qualifying donations must be made in
cash or cash equivalents (as opposed to
stock, for example) and cannot be directed to supporting organizations or donor
advised funds.
For more information, go to www.irs.
gov or consult with your tax professional.

Blackland (Dallas) Chapter
Meetings currently on hold
CenTex (Central Texas) Chapter
Hosting workdays and tentatively
starting up Zoom meetings
Third Sunday workdays at Barrera Indiangrass Wildlife Sanctuary continue
Fort Worth Chapter
Currently meeting by Zoom on a quarterly
basis. fortworthnpat.wordpress.com
Houston Chapter
Usually meets on the fourth Wednesday.
Currently meeting by Zoom.
Deer Park workdays are on fourth
Saturdays RSVP required •
della_barbato@texasprairie.org
San Antonio Chapter
Usually meets on the first Tuesday.
Currently meeting by Zoom.
Kirchoff Prairie Restoration Workdays
are on the third Saturday
Sign up for our monthly e-newsletter to
stay current on events. Go to texasprairie.org to subscribe. Find us on Facebook!

Ways To Give
YOUR DONATIONS make a difference for the preservation of Texas’ natural
prairie heritage, while enjoying meetings, workshops, field trips and volunteer
activities with other prairie enthusiasts. Be a part of the solution for the many
challenges facing this great American landscape.
We depend on your support to help us conserve Texas prairies and to educate
people about their value. NPAT’s programs are supported by gifts, donations,
employer matching funds, grants, membership dues and volunteer efforts.
Did you know you can make a direct donation from your IRA distribution?
And, it’s easy to donate your old vehicle, boat, RV to NPAT. Go to careasy.org to find
out how. Look for Native Prairies Association of Texas in their nonprofit list.

BEQUESTS Consider making a gift to NPAT in your will. These gifts help us create a
Texas prairie legacy for future generations to experience.
SAVE A PRAIRIE with a donation of property or a conservation easement. Benefits include: significant tax incentives:
estate, income, and capital gains • management and restoration advice • conservation of family and Texas prairie lands
FOR MORE INFORMATION, visit texasprairie.org,
email us at office@texasprairie.org or call 512-392-2288.
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Board of Directors 2020
Patricia Merkord, President
pat_merkord@texasprairie.org
Lan Shen, President-elect
Lan_shen@texasprairie.org
Ann Sansone, Secretary
Douglas Neaves, Treasurer
Jason Spangler, Past President
Jo Ann Collins
Erin Hatchett
Don Kirchoff
Tim Siegmund
Jason Singhurst
Forrest Smith
Michelle Villafranca
Matt Wagner
Wallace Ward III

Executive Director
Kirsti Harms
kirsti_harms@texasprairie.org

Director of Education
Della Barbato
della_barbato@texasprairie.org

NPAT CHAPTERS:
Blackland (Dallas)
blacklandnpat.wordpress.com
Central Texas (CenTex)
centex@texasprairie.org
Fort Worth
fortworthnpat.wordpress.com
Houston
houstonprairie.org
San Antonio
texasprairie.org/san-antonio-chapter/

CONTACT NPAT
Visit texasprairie.org
email office@texasprairie.org
---------------415 N. Guadalupe St., PMB 385
San Marcos, TX 78666

FALL 2020

TO OUR MEMBERS AND DONORS!
YOUR GENEROUS support of NPAT makes it possible to carry out our mission of
conserving, restoring and sharing an appreciation of native prairies. Here are some
significant donations, grants and in-kind support since March 2020.
Deer Park Prairie Education
Shell Oil Company
Centerpoint Energy
New Lifetime Members
Caroline Dowell Estate-Trust
Erin Hatchett
Patrons
Trent Miller
Susan Waggoner
Benefactors
Henry Darley
William F. Dingus
Ritva Shanta Friend
Don Kirchoff
Sandra Radford
Ann Sansone
Prairie Heroes
Chelsea Burns
Susan and Joe Carroll
Carolyn Fannon 150
Steven Fenberg
Hugo Galatoire
Sally Gooch
Charles Hall

Alyssa Harmon
Laurie and Leland Harrison
Pilar Hernandez
Lisa Miller
Margaret Park
Mary Parkhouse
Mark and Nancy Picus
Patrick Scott
Ahlene Shong
Jacob Smith
Lewis Swanson
Suzanne M. Tuttle
Michelle Villafranca
Matt Wagner
Jim and Belinda Weatherly
Anne Witherspoon
Pat Merkord’s Bird-a-thon
(for North Texas Outreach &
Stewardship)
Billye Adams
JoAnn Collins
Kirsti Harms
Erin Hatchett
Bernice Jackson
Don Kirchoff
Suzanne Tuttle

Michelle Villafranca
Terri White
North Texas Outreach
& Stewardship
Bruce Ballengee
Della Barbato
Blackland Chapter NPAT
Mary Boone
Glenn Butler
Jo Ann Collins
Susan Conaty
Cross Timbers
Master Naturalists
Chuck Duplant
Heather Foote
Amanda Hale
Kirsti Harms
Martha Heimberg
Morgan Hess
Don Kirchoff
Mario Koym-Garza
Linda Manduley
Amy Martin and Scooter Smith
Patricia Merkord
Kate Morgan
Thomas Murphy, MD

Douglas and Katy Neaves
Mark and Patricia Pape
Dana Pickett
Cassandra Pina
Tina Rust
Ann Sansone
Jeff Sargent
Richard Schoech
Mary Kay Sexton
Rebecca Sharpless
Warren Short
Timothy Siegmund
Kristen Sillers
Elizabeth Singhurst
Daniel Smith
David Stelter
Lisa Stokdyk
Daniel Tatsch
David Todd and Family
in honor of Garry Stephens
Suzanne Tuttle in memory
of Sue and Don Petrecca
Michelle and Vincent Villafranca
Wallace Ward
Anne Weis
Kathryn White
John Wilt
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE
who has donated to this project
so far—there were many who
wanted to remain publicly anonymous. We especialiy appreciate
our Fort Worth and Blackland
chapter leaders for their efforts
in raising funds.
We hope YOU will be inspired
to support this prairie program!

JOIN THE NATIVE PRAIRIES ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS
To join online, visit texasprairie.org and go to
Join/Support and select Become a Member.

Name:_________________________________________________________

Or fill out this form and mail a check to:
Native Prairies Association of Texas
415 N. Guadalupe St. PMB 385,
San Marcos, TX 78666

City:_______________________________ State: _________

Membership Categories: 
■ $1,500 Family Lifetime ■ $1,000 Lifetime
■ $500 Patron ■ $250 Benefactor ■ $100 Hero
■ $75 Family ■ $50 Individual ■ $35 Student
■ $35 Senior
■ New ■ Renewal
____________ Additional donation
Chapter affiliation ______________________

Address:_______________________________________________________

Zip:_________________
Phone:____________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________
I’m interested in prairies because:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Please consider including an additional donation with your membership dues.
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415 N. Guadalupe St. PMB 385
San Marcos, TX 78666

Sign up for our
email newsletter
at texasprairie.org
and keep up to date
with prairie events
across the state.
...............

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

PHOTO COURTESY OF STALIN SM

Help Us Reach Our Goal!
DOUBLE your Impact with a $1-for-$1 Match!
The Dixon Water Foundation has made this generous challenge possible so you can double
the impact of your gift to fund our new North Texas Outreach & Stewardship Program!
We need your support to launch this important prairie program! See page 3 for more.

